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Art Drawing Packet

I have stapled together some paper with a divider line so you create two drawings on

one piece of paper, please use it as a “sketchbook” where you will be given prompts for

each drawing. Do one drawing per day from the following prompts. At the end you

should have 10 drawings. Please use whatever materials you have at home to complete

these drawings. If all you have is a pencil, think about adding shading or texture with

the pencil. If you have color, please add that as well. These drawing spaces aren’t very

big so think about composition and how you will attend to the whole space, even the

background. You can orient the papers whatever direction you need to (up and down

the tall way or side to side the wider way), think about what serves each picture the

best. Take your time- you should spend at least 20-30 minutes for each drawing. Go

beyond just outline drawings and BE CREATIVE!

Here are the prompts. You only need to do one per day, so pick from this list.

1) Draw yourself in a mirror

2) Draw your hand holding an object

3) Draw a piece of food from your kitchen and make it look delicious

4) Put 3 random objects together on a table and draw them

5) Draw what you see out your bedroom window

6) Express in a drawing your happiest moment in the past year

7) What does the Boogeyman look like?

8) Design a floor plan for your ideal bedroom

9) Create a picture that describes your mood

10) Design a CD cover of your favorite band/singer

11) Draw yourself as sri original superhero or super power

12) Draw a mysterious doorway or staircase

13) Draw something for which you are thankful

14) Combine 3 existing animals to create a completely new creature

15) If you couki be any kind of car, real or made up, what would you be? Draw a picture of it.
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Brainstorm, draw and color four unique emolis. Use pencil to draw and cobred

pencils or markers to color.
Emolis must be original, no copying from already existing designs!
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